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The$Next$Great$Observatory$

A"Future"Advanced"Technology"Space"Telescope"
and"The"Search"for"Life9Bearing"Planets"

"

“[This'goal'would'be]'one'of'the'most'roman7c'and'successful'of'NASA’s'
[programs]:'the'search'for'Earth@like'planets'in'habitable'orbits'around'other'stars.”"

999"NY"Times,"May"16"2013"

17""May"2013"
"

CompeIIon"SensiIve:"GSFC"&"STScI"Internal"Only"



Candidate Priority Science Goals for a Future Large-Aperture 
UVOIR Observatory 

•  Search for Earth 2.0: direct spectroscopy of terrestrial 
exoplanets in Habitable Zones around solar-type stars: 
Detection of “bio-signatures” 

•  Direct detection of main sequence turn-off in resolved stellar 
populations in hundreds of galaxies within 15 Mpc of the 
Milky Way: reconstruct precise star formation histories 
across a broad range of environments, enabling a 
comprehensive theory of star formation and evolution 

•  Direct detection of intrinsically faint supernova progenitors 

•  Measure stellar proper motions in Local Group dwarf 
galaxies: provides direct constraint on dark matter density 
profiles. 

•  Direct measurement of warm gas kinematics in the 
circumgalactic environments in all galaxies within 15 Mpc of 
the Milky Way: providing a comprehensive understanding of 
galaxy evolution 
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Earthlike"Exoplanet"distribuIon"drives"Telescope"Size""

Assumes:"
""""ηEARTH1="1"
""""Planets"all"Earth"diameter"
""""V9band"500"–"600"nm"
""""IWA"="2"λ/D"
See:"
Lyon,"Clampin,"JOE"51"(2012)"

Most"G9stars"beyond"30"mas"
Aperture"must"be"≥"8m,"Area"≥"50"m2"
""""yields"~10"photons/sec"in"V9band"
Spectral"resoluIon"R=100""
=>"~0.1"photon/sec/spectral"channel"

Large"Apertures"
Required"for"

Earth9like"Exoplanets"
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Observatory Requirements for a 
Search for Earth 2.0: Aperture 

 

The importance of a large telescope aperture lies not in the greater 
quantity of data collected, but in greater quality.  Characterization 
studies enabled by 8 – 16 meter apertures include …!

Time9resolved"imaging"=>""see"diurnal"
and"seasonal"variaIons"=>"get"hints"of"
oceans/conInents/ice"caps"

Broader"bandpass"&"higher"S/N"=>"more"
atmospheric"gasses"detected;"that"is"
beier"chance"of"finding"biomarkers"

Number of observable habitable zone planets depends on several to-
be-determined astrophysical (ηEarth, exozodi dust levels) and facility 
parameters (aperture size, instrument performance): priority study goal!



HST 2.4-m JWST 6.5-m ATLAST 8-m ATLAST 16-m 

17-m Large space telescopes with conventional 
monolithic (a la HST) or pre-assembled 
segmented mirrors (a la JWST) face 
substantial challenges in scaling to even 
larger sizes, including 

•  Testing in 1 g 
•  L/V throw weight & fairing size 
•  Complex, precision deployments 

on-orbit 
•  Long-term performance 
•  Prohibitive cost 
 

This relies on future heavy L/V, large 
fairings and complex geometry. 
 
A major element of the proposed GSFC-
led trade studies will be to assess 
alternatives: assembly in space with 
astronauts/robots, replication of 
multiple elements and economies of 
scale, etc. 
 
 
 
 

1990 '2000 '2010 '2020'…'

Primary Mirror Sizes 
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STS 
(5-m “fairing”) 

Ariane V 
( 5-m fairing) 

SLS ? 
(10m fairing ?) 

 Conventional Launch Vehicle Requirements  

To search for Earth 2.0 



Existing Design Work: Advanced-Technology Large-Aperture Space Telescope (ATLAST) 
Marc Postman et alia, $1M 2-year NASA Astrophysics Strategic Mission Concept Study 

Joint STScI/GSFC/JPL/MSFC/academia assessment 

 
8-m Monolithic Primary  9.2-m Segmented Telescope 

16.8-m Segmented Telescope 

36 1.3-m hexagonal mirror segments  

36 2.4-m hexagonal mirror segments  
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Key"GSFC"Capability"(1):"
"Goddard’s"Historic"Leadership"Role"in"Large"Space"Telescopes""



Key GSFC Capability (2):  
Starlight Suppression via Visible Nulling Coronagraph 

•  The Visible Nulling Coronagraph (VNC) is uniquely capable of 
operating with segmented optics telescopes 

•  VNC is less susceptible to stability variations in the telescope 
topical system 
–  WFSC is done near-real time using bright channel  
–  Scaleable architecture 
–  Integrated design measures 

pointing error simultaneously 
 

•  VNC at GSFC is funded with two SATs 
–  Demonstrate contrast of 109 in  

broadband 
–  Qualify large format IRIS-AO 

deformable mirror  

•  Contrast 3 x 109 demonstrated in  
narrowband in air 

NASA 
GODDARD 
SPACE FLIGHT 
CENTER 

Spatial Filter Array 
8.5 mm 

Pupil Image (uncontrolled)  
through SFA 

POTENTIAL NASA MISSIONS FOR VNC 

TOP: A Deformable Mirror, An Image of the Pupil Plane, The Pupil Plane w/ Lyot Mask 
BOTTOM LEFT: Focal Plane Image w/ Dark Hole. 

BOTTOM RIGHT: Focal Plane w/ 4 data collection events 

SCIENCE 
•  Directly Image/Characterize Exo-Planets & Dust/debris disks 
•  Path forward to finding life elsewhere in the universe 
•  Spectroscopy, Jovians, ultimately Terrestrials & Biomarkers 
•  Kepler (NASA)/Corot (ESA) to estimate planet populations 
•  Direct imaging gives orbits, mass, spectra, disk morphology 
•  Difficult since requires high contrast (>1010) at close 
        Inner Working Angles (<100 mas) & broadband 
•  Science requires High Contrast Imaging 

SPATIAL FILTER ARRAY (SFA) 

VISIBLE NULLING CORONAGRAPHY 
OFFERS KEY BENEFITS FOR 
HIGH CONTRAST IMAGING 

 

•  Hybrid between conventional coronagraph and interferometer 
•  IWA to < 2 lam/D at high contrast 
•  Acts as its own interferometer (differential) for sensing/ control 
•  Totality of photons conserved, not filtered 
         WFC independent of instrument’s contrast state 
•  Allows fast (1-2 min on-orbit) wave front control, 1-2 days for 
       other approaches 
•  Can operate broadband 
•  Only known internal coronagraph that works w/ filled, 

segmented & interferometric apertures 

PRINCIPLE OF VNC 
 

•  Two matched beam splitters split then recombine starlight 
        in a modified Mach-Zehnder  Interferometer   
•  VNC separates star- and planet-light into separate optical paths 
        - PI phase shift between arms nulls (destructively interferes) 
          starlight such that it exits bright output channel 
        - Off-axis planet light sees additional phase shift such that it 
          exits dark channel 
•  Multiple Mirror Array (MMA/DM) in one-arm corrects WF errors 
•  Spatial Filter Array (after recombination) when combined with MMA 
          corrects both amplitude and wave front errors. 
•  Both bright (CCD) and dark (EMCCD) are used for WF/amp control 
•  Polarization errors are passively controlled 

VACUUM NULLER TEST BED TECHNOLOGIES 
•  GSFC, in collaboration with LMCO, BATC and JPL has developed 
     Multiple VNC test beds: 
        - VNC Test bed: 1st test bed to demo open-loop nulling achromatically 
        - Null Control Breadboard: Demo control w/ hex-packed MMA  
           & fiber nulling 
        - Vacuum Nuller Test bed: Full functionality of flight instrument, 
            closed-loop w/ hex packed MMA and SFA and ultimately achromatic 
•  Technologies (MMA, SFA) funded under NASA Phase-I/II SBIRS 
•  VNT funded under NASA/Strategic Astrophysics Technology 

GSFC VACUUM NULLER TEST BED 

FUTURE WORK 
 

Compact Nuller 
Test bed Developed design of Thermally 
Ultra-stable, textbook sized Nuller 
 

Fast Electronics: High-speed Wave-
front control electronics with NIR & Visible 
Light Sensors 

PUBLICATION  
High Contrast Vacuum Nuller Testbed (VNT), Contrast, Performance, 
and Null Control  R. Lyon, M. Clampin, P. Petrone, U. Mallik, T. 
Madison, M. Bolcar, Proc. of SPIE 8442, Amsterdam NL, (2012). 

 

DEFORMABLE MIRROR  ARRAY 

 
 
 
 
 

BIG BEN 
R. Lyon (GSFC)!

Focus Image (uncontrolled)  
through SFA 

Simulated Image 

Photo of SFA 


